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INTRODUCTION 
a/Tie consider a vector space of countable dimension equipped with a non- 
degenerate alternate inner product. Given two sublattices V and 4 of the 
lattice Z’(E) of all linear subspaces of E and a lattice isomorphism r: dr --a- y7 
we can ask if r is induced by an isometry II‘ of the vector space E, i.e., XT := 
(TX i x E xi> for all X E V. 
just as in the case of the First Fundamental Theorem of Projective Geometry 
[I] affirmative answers to our question wil! result in a variety of a~~~i~~t~~n~~ 
Foremost among them there will be the theorems of Witt type, results on Witt 
decompositions, canonical bases, etc. 
In this paper we shall settle our problem as far as lattices V” are concerned in 
which principal filters are intersections of prime principal filters. Actually a 
milder hypothesis suffices for our proofs to carry through (conditions (1) and (2) 
below). A class of lattices which is certainly covered by it is that of distributive 
lattices satisfying the descending chain condition. 
In particular problem 4 of Kaplansky’s [4] will have an affirmative answer in 
the case of lattices such as considered here. However, we shall defer aI1 applica- 
tions to another paper. In the first half of the present note we shah give the proof 
of our main result (Theorem 1 in 1.3; Theorem 2 in 1.10 gives a similar result 
under different assumptions); in the second half we shall describe the information 
that can ‘be extracted from our proof in the case of nonalternate forms (such as 
Mermitean forms, quadratic forms with characteristic two, etc.) See 2.4 for a 
resumP. 
1. THE MAIN THEOREM IN THE ALTERKATE GASE 
1.1. Obvious assumptions. When studying the question whether a given 
lattice isomorphism T: V -+ p might be induced by an isometry T: E -+ E 
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(a vector space isomorphism preserving the inner product) it is natural to restrict 
one’s attention to orthostable lattices: 
(O)fVandEEVandifXEYthenX-‘EV. 
For r to be induced by an isometry it is obviously necessary that T preserves 
rank or, as we prefer to say in analogy with group theory, 7 must preserve indices, 
i.e., dimensions of quotient spaces Y/X for X _C Y elements of V. Now if T is 
induced by an isometry T then T will, of course, provide us with an extension 
71 of 7 to the complete orthostable lattice generated by V in L?(E) and, ~~ preser- 
ves indices. It is appropriate to assume at the outset that V is complete as a 
sublattice of Z(E) since easy exampies show that the indices of -Y do not 
determine the indices in the complete lattice generated by V. Since we shall 
assume dim E < rt, all chains in V C Z(E) are countable so that it will of 
course suffice to check V for being a a-lattice in the sense that every countable 
subset M has an inf M and a sup M. If V satisfies the descending chain condition 
then it is possible to somewhat relax the assumptions on completeness for V; 
see Theorem 2 (1 .lO) below. Furthermore, we must evidently have (XL)7 = (X7)L 
for all X E V if 7 is to be induced by an isometry. 
1.2. Assumptions on the lattice. We now give the conditions on the 
lattice V which uphold our construction of the required isometry. 
An element D of the lattice V is called compact if D _C ZJA, (for an arbitrary 
family of AL E y) implies that D _C A, + . . + A, for finitely many among the 
A,; D E V is called join-irreducible if D = A + B, A E V, B E V implies that 
D = A or D = B. A filter F in -Y (proper or improper dual ideal) is prime if 
A + B E 9 implies A E 9 or B E S. As usual we call a filter principal if it has a 
single generator. 
The conditions on V which we set down are: 
(1) Join-irreducible compact elements generate prime filters. 
In a distributive lattice every join-irreducible element generates a prime filter. 
(2) Compact elements are joins of join-irreducible elements. 
In a lattice which satisfies the descending chain condition every element is 
the join of finitely many join-irreducible elements. Actually one needs to require 
the chain condition only for the partially ordered subset of non-join-irreducible 
elements; thereby one does not unnecessarily exclude from the discussion the 
geometrically relevant case of infinite descending chains.1 
1.3. The f&t theorem. All sesquilinear forms @: E x E + k on k-left 
vector spaces E discussed here are assumed to be orthosymmetric, i.e., if 
@(x, y) = 0 then @(y, x) = 0. We shall always assume Q, to be nondegenerate, 
1 D. E. Edmondson, A modular topological lattice, Pacific J. Math., 29 (1969), 271-277 
contains an example of a modular non-distributive lattice with properties (I) and (2). 
I am indebted to J. W. Lea, Jr. for calling this reference to my attention. 
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me., Ei I=T (0). In the present chapter we consider alter-~z& forms only, i.e., 
@(x, 3) = 0 for all x E E. di is then necessarily bilinear (hence K commutative) 
and skew symmetric. 
720 assumption will be made on the characteristic of the field. 
1.4. Rx outlay of th.e pooj, Let Q-: A +> A be the given lattice isamor- 
phism. We are going to construct by induction two ascending sequences 
“tie c WI $ TV2 “‘, w, c w; _c TV, ..- of finite-dimensional subspaces of E 
together with a sequence of isometries Ti: Iwi --f T5F( such that Ti+i extends Ti 1 
We shall arrange for U Wi and u Ei to be ail of E and for the Ti to be ‘6com- 
patible” with the lattices V, 9, i.e., 
Tf(Wi A A) = wi n 2 for ali A E: V. (3) \ , 
If such sequences exist it is evident that they define an isometry T of E which 
induces T; furthermore, it is clear that there are infiniteIy many ways of select&g 
our sequences. We shall therefore try to construct them in such a manner that 
the fohowing “distributivity” holds for an addravy family of elements A, E *Y: 
n (Wi + A,) = wi T f-j A‘ (4) 
‘ 
and, of course, the corresponding property for each FV+, of the second sequence. 
In order to achieve this recursive construction it will be sufficient to discuss 
the 2th step. Dropping subscripts we have to solve the following 
I .S. Construction problem. There are given abate-d~n~ensiona~ subspaces 
Wj WC E and an isometj T: W + w with (3’) T(W.CJ d) = WA A for ai1 
A F Y’ and (4’) nL (MT -t A,) = W + nL A, and the corresponding property 
(V) for w with respect to Q. There is, furthermore, given a vector x G EiLX~. 
One then has to (I) choose a finite-dimensional subspace IV1 3 FV @ fz); (IX) 
construct a subspace mI such that T extends to an isometry TI;: WI -+ 
verify that WI , mI , Tl satisfy again (33, (4’), (4’). 
1.6. Some equalities. In order not to have to interrupt the train of 
thoughts later on we insert here some dimensional equalities for the spaces 
involved in 1.5. A F+ A is again the given lattice isomorphism T: -f’ -+ 4 of 
Theorem 1 and FV, W are the spaces in 1.5. By making systematic use of (3’) 
in 1 S and such well-known facts as dim piiV = dim F/U1 provided V-‘- =- V 
and dim U/l;’ < oo one establishes the following equalities. (i) For ail A E 9’ 
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-- 
we have dim A/A n W-’ = dim A/A n wL. (ii) For all A, A, E V- wifh A, _C A 
-- 
we have din@, + W) n A/A0 = dim@, + m) n A/A0 , (iii) dim(A, + W) n 
A/((A, + W) n A) n WL = dim@& + W) n A/((.& + i7) n A) n iP. Since -- 
dim A/A,, = dim A/A, in (ii) and since all dimensions involved are at most N, 
a simple subtraction yields: (iv) For all A, A,, E V with A,, _C A. we have 
dim A/(A,, + W) n A = dim A/(?& + m n 3. By combining (iii) and (iv) 
we get dim A/((A I ,+W)nA)nW = dim A/((AO + p) n A) n wL and 
together with (i) now follows that for all A, , A E V with A, _C A we have 
dim A n WL/((Ao + W) n A) n WL 
= dim An VL/((Ao + W) n 2) n FP. (5) 
Remark. Consider the situation where the lattice 9’” is not a complete 
sublattice of .9’(E). Let A E V and A, = E{Z E V ] 2 $ A). A,, need not be an 
element of V. Nevertheless, if we assume that T preserves the dimensions of all 
quotients A/A,, for A E V and A,, as defined, then (5) is again seen to hold on the 
basis of (3’) alone (W n A, is still mapped onto V n (A),, under T as can be seen 
by considering a vector of the intersection etc.) 
1.7. On the solution of the construction problem. With the pair (x, W) 
mentioned in the construction problem 1.5 we associate the set &(x, W) = 
(2 E Y / x E W + Z}. By (4’) the set & is a closed sublattice of V (i.e., it 
contains inf M whenever M _C A). Since JY clearly is a filter it is a principal 
filter. Let D = D(x, I/v> be its generator. The construction problem will require 
a different treatment according to whether D is join-irreducible or not. 
From the definition it is evident that D(x, W) is a compact element of V 
(cf. 1.2). 
1.8. Solution of the construction problem when D is join-irreducible. We 
have x E W + D. We may and shall assume that x E D. We set W, = W @ (x) 
and turn to (II) in 1.5. Obviously we must have WI = F@ (x) for suitable 
f E E. Where should one pick 3 in order to have (3’) of 1.5 hold again for WI , WI 
in lieu of W, W? In order to answer the question let D, : = x(2 E -Y 1 2 $ D>. 
If we had D = D,, then by the compactness D = Z, + *.* + Z, for finitely 
many proper antecedents which contradicts the irreducibility of D. Hence 
D, # D, i.e., D covers D, . Now x E D and x 6 W + D, . We therefore have to 
pick 5 such that 
aeD, iTf$ IT+&. (6) 
Suppose we find a vector Fsatisfying (6). If we let A(%, @) be the filter associated 
with the pair (2, p) then the first half of (6) tells that D EJ?‘(~, F) and the 
second half tells that DO 6 A(%, m). In other words, we have 
D is the generator of the filter A(%, w) (7) 
or equivalently, r maps JY(x, W) onto J?(z, iV). 
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We first pick some preliminary 9 E D as follows. Let f1 ,..,, Jn be a basis of 
some iinear supplement of W n DL in W. ;rfi ,~ . ., Y”?$ is then a basis of a supple- 
ment F of W n u^’ in w by (3’). If we p’ k K a vector 3 E D\W with @( 9: 9Ji) == 
@(x,fJ (1 < i < n) then we can obviously extend T to an isometry T,: W, -+ 
IV @ ( 9) simply by sending x into 3. Now since D’ n F = (0) we have 
B + F-’ = E so we start with any vector in E which has the required products 
with the Y”i and then decompose it as 9 + z with 3 E B and z ES”. y has the 
requisite products. We next show that we can move 3 into B\(D, -f W) in case 
y E DO + IT simply by adding a s&table vector 1 to Ye ?jow if dim D/DO > 
2 * dim 57 then there is no problem at all: for then (D n FL) _C -p + DO and 
we pick a t in the first space but not in the second. In the general case we argue 
as follows. Assume that 9 = zs + a, (W E @ :Q D, d,, E Do)- We can f&i a vector 
d, E 33, with @($ , PI&) = @($ , gi) for g1 ,..., gV some basis of some linear 
supplement of @n D,,’ in @. By (3’) we conclude that the vector x0 :== 
-x + do f T-l8 is in lVL. By (3’) x0 E D but x0 6 Vu + D, . Therefore 
dim(Bd n IP)/((D, + W) n D) n WL f . By (5) we conclude that there 
exists a vector t E a n iw” with t $ i& + W which is what we were looking for. 
Setting .F = 9 + t we have found the required vector that defines FV1 = W @ (5). 
By (7) the verifications (III) of 1.5 are quite smooth. Let us consider (3’). 
Let A E V. If A EJH then D CA and therefore B C ff by (7). Therefore 
3~3 and we have W,nA=(WnA)@(x), WlnA=(WnX)i)O(z), 
If, on the other hand, D $ A then D @ 2 by (7) and FV, n A, F1 n A coincide 
with IV n A, W n B, respectively. In either case T1(IV1 r\ A) = Vi n -4, 
In order to establish (4’) we have to show that &(H~r i A,> _C IV1 + ni 2, as 
the converse inclusion is trivial. If we should have that A, E J# for all L E 1 then 
f-hW~-rA,j = &(Wf4) d an we quote the in ction assumption If; on 
the other hand, we have A, $ A for at least one inde E I we consider a typical 
vector d = w, + h,x + aA (L ~1) of the intersection *(WI 4- A,). If A, $d$? 
for ,LL E I then A, = A, for otherwise we get x E VV + (A, i- A,,) by subtraction, 
hence A, + A, E A! contradicting assumption (1) of the theorem. It therefore 
follows that d - h,x E nl (W + A,) an d we apply the induction assumption to 
obtain the conclusion. (a) is mutatis mutandis the same. 
his corn.pletes the proof of the construction problem 1.5 in the case where 
D(x, W) is join-irreducible. Notice that here we have not made use of assump- 
tion (2). 
I .9. Solution of the construction poblerti when D is mt join-iweducible. B-y 
(2) we have D(x, W) = D, + ..a + D, (n > 1) for some join-irreducible 
Di E V. This representation may be assumed to be irredurndant in the sense that 
D(x, W) # D, + ..- + Di, + Di, + ..* + D,, for my i. Decompose 
x = xc1 + ... + x, with xi E D, and let D,, :== D(x, p IV)- L& c 3, and 
D 11 i- D, + *.* + D, E &‘(x, 74’). Therefore D,, + D, + *.. + 9, = 
D,+D,+.-* + D,, and by modularity D,, + D, n (D, J- 10. f D,) = DI ~ 23;~ 
481/49/2-x6 
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irredundancy and by the irreducibility of D, we conclude that .i& = D, . This 
tells that D(x, , IV) is irreducible and we may therefore by case 1.8 “adjoin” xi 
to W, W, : = W @ (xi) and @r = ?V @ (Q. The above argumentation may be 
repeated to show that D(xr , W+,) = D,. (1 < Y < n) so that an n-fold application 
of 1.8 solves the construction problem in this case. 
1.10. Remarks on the case of not complete sublattices. After going through 
the proof of Theorem 1 (1.4-l .9) it is not difficult to track the general argument 
even when V is not assumed to be a complete sublattice of Z(E). Conditions (4) 
and (4’) respectively have to be replaced by the corresponding conditions on 
finite families. This suffices to still make the set J&‘(x, W) a sublattice of V. As 
in the complete case it is necessary to pick the matching vector f in the inter- 
section I?(*, W) := n {XT j X E 4(x, W)} and to arrange for 
(The converse inclusion is guaranteed by the choice of 3 in D.) It is possible to 
formuIate the requisite conditions on T under which this can be achieved. Such 
a description of the state of affairs will in general, however, be of no practical 
help since in effect it amounts to again considering the complete lattice generated 
in L?(E) by V. A noteworthy exception is the case where Y” satisfies the 
descending chain condition (DCC). (Lattices with DCC are, of course, complete 
lattices but V need still not be a complete sublattice of 2(E).) By DCC the filter 
&(x, W) of-Y is principal so that n &‘(z, W) will again be an element of-Y. On 
the other hand, the sum D, of all proper antecedents of D as introduced in 1.8 
need not anymore be an element of V. In order to be able to quote (5) we need 
the following (obviously necessary) assumption on T 
Furthermore, in solving 1.5 one may by DCC assume 1.5 to be solvable for all 
instances with generators D smaller than D(x, W). This makes 1.9 practically 
trivial. The “transfer” of 7 in B to the vector x0 E D in 1.8 is in the present 
context warranted by the very “induction assumption” just mentioned. 
We summarize: 
THEOREM 2. Let E be an alternate space with dim E < K, and V, 9 orthostable, 
not necessarily complete sublattices of S(E). Assume that r: V -+ 9 is a lattice 
isomorphism which commutes with orthogonal complementation and which preserves 
indices and satisjes (8). In order that T be induced by an isometry of the vector space 
E it is suficient that Y satisfie (1) and the descending chain condition. 
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2. Tka~ GASE OF NONALTERNATE Fomis 
2.1. ~%ztroductiolz. In this chapter @: E x E +- k is an orthosymmetric 
(1.3) sesquilinear form with respect to the antiautomcnrphism K of the division 
ring k; @ is again assumed to be nondegenerate and dim E < 
When @ is not alternate no sweeping representation theorem such as Theorem I 
can hold; beside the geometric invariants (defmed by the lattices) new 
“‘arithmetical” invariants depending on @ or on h (or both) will make their 
appearance (see, e.g. [3]). The point which we shall make here is that “there is ; 
redt analogous to Theorem I under the proviso that there are “enough” 
isotronic vectors in E (no matter what the k or what the CD). To this result we I 
now turn. 
2.2. The addidional difjiculties in 1.5 when the foorm is not alleunaie. Ir: 
order to put to use the proof of Theorems I and 2 in the case of nonalternate 
forms one has to arrange in I.8 for 
tc hold besides the other requirements. One tries to satisfy this additional. 
requirement simply by adding to the vector 3 determined in I.8 a vector ,SZ E D 
which has the properti 
(jjj) E + .E # FV + Do 
(it))i, (jj) @(%, if) = @‘(x2 x) - @‘(ST> ZIP
Can one find such a z ? If D happens t 
conversely) and everything remains just as in the alternate case (i.e., one chooses 
s = 0); if one is not in this situation then in order to satisfy (j)? (jj), (jjj) one 
- -1 needs dimensions of D/D- n D to be large in comparison to dim BT. As dim TV 
is certainly unbounded one is forced to assume something Iike dim D/P n 
O> if no separate information is available. In order to satisfy (jj) vectors z 
of arbitrarily prescribed “length” @(g, Z) must be available wherever in E such 
may be needed; in connection with the values in k thus represented by @ the 
concept of trace-valued form is essential if one does not wish to er;clude the 
division rings of characteristic 2. We shall briefly recall the definition. 
2.3. ~~a~e~~a~~e~~~~rns. Let @ be as in 2.1 (here E may, however, be of 
any dimension 22). As is well known orthosymmetry of @ implies that ~2 is 
inner and that a suitable multiple 3f” = @y (y # 0) is either Hermitean, “P(x, y) = 
1u(y, xp for all x, y E E (and obviously involutory antiisomorphism 0: [q+ y-?(y) 
or else skew-symmetric, Y(x, y) = -F(y, x) for al! 3, y E E. At any rate, a 
suitable multiple ?P = @y (y + 0) is E-Kermiteaa in Ihe sense that there exists 
E E center (k) such that !P(x, y) = &‘(yY x)” for dl x, y E E. Such a Y is called. 
trace-u.&& if for every x E E there is some h E k with !P(x, x) = h f ehC [Zj. 
We call trcace-aabed the arbitrary form @ if one (and hence each) +Hermitean 
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multiple Y/ = @y (r f 0) is trace-valued. If the characteristic is not 2 then all 
forms are trace valued since one can choose /\ = ~!P(x, x). 
Call a subspace of E isotropic if it contains a nonzero x with @(x, x) = 0. For 
isotropic E trace valuedness of the form is equivalent with the following: 8 is 
spanned by a basis consisting of isotropic vectors and each non&generate 
isotropic plane is hyperbolic, i.e., admits a basis of isotropic vectors. Since for 
every hyperbolic plane P in the trace-valued space E we have (@(x, X) ] x E: P> = 
{@(x, x) ] x E E), we see at once the importance of trace valuedness and the 
existence of isotropic vectors in solving the construction problem 1.5. 
2.4. Summary. Let the k-vector space E be supplied with a sesquilinear 
form @ as in 2.1 or with a nondegenerate quadratic form Q: E -+ k in which case 
the division ring is assumed commutative (Q is called nondegenerate if the 
associated alternate form @(x, y) : = Q(x + y) - Q(X) - p(y) is nondegenerate; 
a vector x is called singular if Q(x) = 0 an d a subspace R of E is called totally 
singular if Q(x) = 0 for all x in R. An isometry of the quadratic space E is a 
vector space isomorphism which preserves Q). 
We sum up what can be salvaged of Theorems 1 and 2 when the space E is not 
alternate (when E is quadratic) in the following 
Scholion. Let dim E < &, and “Y, -k’ orthostable sublattices of 9(E). 
Assume that 7: 9’” ---f g is a lattice isomorphism which commutes with orthogonal 
complementation and which preserves indices. In order that T be induced by 
an isometry of the space E it is sufficient that the following three conditions 
A, B, C (A and C, respectively) are satisfied. 
(A) If V is a complete sublattice of L?(E) then it satisfies (1) and (2); if V 
is not a complete sublattice of 9(E) it satisfies (1) and the descending chain 
condition and T satisfies (8). 
(B) If @ is not trace-valued and YE V a compact join-irreducible element 
then the set j] Y ]] : = (@(zc, X) ] x G Y) is an additive subgroup of k and /j Y ]/ = 
]] y7 ]J; furthermore, Jj Y n FL ]] = ]] Y ]] , ]] y7 n FL ]] = jj Y7 ]] for all finite- 
dimensional F C E. 
(C) If Cp is trace valued and not alternate (if Q is quadratic) then each 
compact join-irreducible element D E -Y satisfies at least one of the following 
three conditions: 
(i) D is totally isotropic (totally singular); 
(ii) dim D/D n DL = K, and D contains a totally isotropic (totally 
singular) subspace R of infinite dimension “disjoint” from the “radical” of D, 
(D n D’-) n R = (0); 
(iii) D is isometric with T(D) and D IL = D and the ideal generated in V 
by D is the chain D >_ DL -3_ (0) (and DL is totally singular when E is quadratic). 
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emark. We hasten to add that the information provided by the scholion on 
quadratic forms in the characteristic 2 case is by necessity very incomplete: 
Merely considering orthostable lattices will not do in this case; one obvious!y has 
to take into account the invariant subspaces K(X) :-= {x E S A XL / Q(xj = 01 
associated with each element X of the lattice. There are some new problems8 
connected with lattices stable under orthogonal complementation and under the 
operation K of which we shall treat on another occasion.2 
Condifion (iii) in (C) is one we have not talked about yet. Since it is quite 
different in nature from the other assumptions we shall demonstrate its role in 
the folollowing short section. As to the proof of the scholion we shall leave the 
verification of details to the reader. 
2.5. On mndition (iii) irz (C) of the scholz’o;on. We, shall show that 1.8 with 
the additional condition (9) can be solved when Cp is trace valued and when (A) 
and (iii) of (G) are assumed to hold. Again let X + X be the lattice isomorphism 
V -+ ,g7 and W, W the spaces of 1.5. 
Let Y := W n DL, 2 := W n D, P = T(Y), 2 = T(Z) where T is the 
isometry W-2 W in 1.5. We introduce supplementary spaces L-, I’, L, by 
P’OLU---,ZOV=TVl/iDL+L=DandLsuchthatx~L(xthesectoroE 
1.5). Since hi n IF = (0) we may and shall require that li’ CL, Set p = T(F), 
G = T(U). By (3’) of 1.5 we have P + 0 = 2. CIbviousiy 2 L v =- @. 
Since ia and D are isometric by assumption, their subspaces (“radicals”j 
D’, DL have all suppIements L, z isometric. Since G n BL := (0) by (3’) we may 
pick l suck that DCE. From the isometries L E z, G g 0 we obtain by an 
appiication of the classical (finite-dimensional case) Witt theorem the exister,ze 
of a vector Xl E E with 
where the first equality is to be read here (and similarly below) as meaning that x 
has the same products with a basis of U as has zi with the image basis under an 
isometry u g 0. 
The remaining steps to be taken are routine. Since DLL = and B n j7 := (0) 
(by (3’) of 1.5) we have Ii’ + pi = E and we can again find a vector 5 E & 
with prescribed products on a basis of P; we choose 
2 See “e’ntersuchungen Gber quadratische Formen in KGrpern der Charak~eristik 2.” 
bar H. Gross. To appear in J. R&e Angem. Math. A similar remark applies “10 the rion 
trace-valued forms: one obviously has to take into account the invariant subspaces 
X* := (x E X / @(x, x) is a trace} associated with each element X of the lattice. SCP the 
paper: Herbert Gross and H. Arwed Keller, On the non trace-valued forms, to aopear 
in Advances i?z iWath. 
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From (10) and (11) it follows that 5 = 5 + 4 has the required products, 
@(is, F) = @(ix, W); f ur th ermore, @(g, Z) = @(& , Zr) = @(x, x). 
Could it happen (cf. (6)) that $6 r + &, = W + DL ? By (3’) it would 
followthat~l~(~+D~)n~=(~+DL)nBn,?=((~nD)+D~)nL= 
(2 f D”) n E = (0 + P) n e = 0 which contradicts the choice of Z1 in (10). 
We have thus found the required vector x that defines W, = w @ (3) and 
which satisfies (6) and (7). Hence the verifications (III) of 1.5 run just as in 1.8. 
Since 1.9 is seen to hold without changes we therefore demonstrated the 
solvability of the construction problem 1.5 under the assumption of (A) and (iii) 
of (C). 
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